St Ippolyts CE (Aided) Primary School
A copy of this homework grid and the current curriculum overview is available
on the school website www.stipps.herts.sch.uk (under the ‘For parents’ tab)

HOME LEARNING Autumn 1 2017
Class 5

HOW TO USE THIS GRID

WEEKLY HOME LEARNING

Over this half term, choose 6 activities from the boxes below. You need to choose at least one English and
one Maths activity, the rest are up to you.




You can complete the activities whenever you want over the half term so long as you have done at least 6
by the end of the half term.



When you have completed one of the tasks, bring it into school to display on the Proud Wall or on our
homework display. You could earn house points for home learning too!



On Tuesdays you will receive a set of spellings to learn and a
piece of English or Maths to do.
Your piece of homework is due in and your spellings will be
tested on the following Monday, which means you have a
whole week and a weekend to do it.
It is your responsibility to copy your spellings correctly off
the board. They will be written clearly so mistakes should
not be made.

DAILY READING AND TIMES TABLES
Read every day at home, by yourself or to an adult. Remember to get your homes school contact book signed. Discuss what you have read and record your reading
in the diary. Remember to explore any new vocabulary you come across too. Home school contact books will be collected in on a Monday as well to monitor this.
Practise your times tables too, just a few minutes a day to learn them by heart ready for our turbo tables!

ENGLISH

MATHS








Miss L. Walker

Draw a cartoon myth with speech bubbles and narration – you could base it on a myth
you know or make up your own.
Create a mythical creature and complete a character description of them.
Create a persuasive poster, convincing people to buy something.

SCIENCE
Complete this digestive experiment and take a picture of the stages.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Break bread into a bowl
Add water (saliva)
Add vinegar (stomach acid)
Squeeze and mix with your hand (stomach)
Send to the intestines! Place contents onto a towel, roll up and squeeze out
the nutrients.
What stage does this look like?
Observe bits leftover and liquid on the towel.

RELIGIOUS
EDUCATION
Through your
choice of art
medium, depict a
story from the
Bible.




Create a timeline of the key events that have happened in London, showing the
number of years between each part.
Draw some of the rooms in your house, measure the perimeter and work out the area
of them.
Write a set of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division word problems – make
sure you have the answers too!

COMPUTING

HUMANITIES (History/Geography)

Use excel and your
knowledge of
formulas to create
a table – e.g.
pocket money
savings.





Research and create a family tree of the Royal Family - this
could be a historic family such as the Tudors or Victorians or the
current Windsor Royal Family.
Create a skyline picture of London – research the buildings that
might be seen there (London Eye, The Shard etc)

ART / DESIGN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

MUSIC

PSHE&C (Personal, social, health

Create a mood board/collage that
reflects your cushion cover design.

Research a swimmer or dancer, for
example, Adam Peaty or Darcey Bussell
and create a short fact file about them.

Create a rhythm using crochets, quavers, minims,
semiquavers and rests – note it down. You could
also perform it to the adults at home – take a
picture if you do!

Create a booklet or leaflet about healthy
eating and the importance of active
lifestyles.

education, and citizenship)

